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Abstract: The environmental monitoring application is widely used in agriculture, green house farming, floriculture to monitor temperature range in different zone. This application is an embedded application fabricated with wireless sensors, smart phones, protocols, etc. Therefore, with respect to sensor nodes, the battery lifetime and security are the greater challenge in Wireless Sensor Network. In our work, we have designed a protocol using ranking strategy and intelligence similarity function. Initially, the clusters are formed based on the radius range. The SDARIS protocol focused on training the outer nodes of the cluster to acquire balanced cluster. The outer nodes are trained using ranking strategy and are assigned based on Euclidian distance from outer node to cluster head’s and node density of the clusters. This ranking strategy assist to balance cluster size by assigning nodes evenly among all clusters. In addition to balance a cluster size, the SDARIS concentrates on aggregates and secure data during transmission using intelligence similarity function and session keys. The session key is generated for every interval, so the intruder node fails to identify the session key and thus mitigate intruder intervention in the network. Thus, the collaboration of ranking strategy, intelligence similarity function and session key concept in SDARIS protocol improve the overall performance of the network. Hence, SDARIS protocol achieved greater performance with increment of 12% data accuracy, 10% of cluster accuracy, 15% network lifetime and 26% throughput when compared with existing protocol.
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1. Introduction

The emerging technologies are embedded with sensors to fabricate smart devices. The trade-off between battery energy and behaviour of the sensor nodes are of concern during fabrication. Sensor nodes are bounded with resource constrained parameters and possessed different challenges viz, security, data aggregation, energy, availability, operating system, etc. [1-3].

The energy and security challenges have been discussed various algorithms [4-7] based on cluster approach that balances energy resource uniformly among the network and achieves greater energy efficiency. The concept of aggregating data and guaranting data delivery to the base station are discussed in [8, 9]. These algorithms focused on clustering and security of the data, but are not connected on accurate data delivery.

Thus, in our work we have adapted ranking strategy and intelligence similarity function. The different types of training techniques in WSNs, viz, Node localization, high dimensionality reduction and Support vector machine (SVM) respectively [10-12].

1.1 Motivation

It is required to aggregate the data accurately so as to balance the energy discharged throughout network lifetime. Then, aggregated data is forwarded to the base station. Therefore, during data transmission security becomes a challenging task. The SDARIS protocol is proposed to increase data accuracy, cluster accuracy, network lifetime, throughput and packet delivery ratio.
1.2 Contribution

The SDARIS protocol is designed with Ranking Strategy. This involves intelligence training methodology for sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are adopted spontaneously for different network size and topology. The spontaneous behaviour of sensor nodes works together to balance the energy and training is provided to sensor nodes. The SDARIS protocol uses intelligence similarity function to reduce redundant data transmission and assigns session key for each interval to mitigate intruder intervention in the network. Thus, intelligent behaviour of sensor nodes improves network connectivity of a node and packet delivery is guaranteed.

1.3 Organization

The review of existing work is discussed in Section 2 and background work is presented in section 3. Problem definition is stated in section 4. Section 5 depicts and explore the system diagram and even discussed about the mathematical model of proposed work. The performance evaluation and comparison with existing protocol is presented in Section 6. Section 7 is encapsulated with conclusions.

2. Related work

The review of energy protocols related to secure and balanced routing for data transmission is discussion in this section.

Deshpande et al., [13] discussed different similarity measures. Jacques et al., [14] proposed filtering technique which aggregated data by eliminating redundant information using set collected joins and similarity functions. Filtering techniques is applied periodically on stored data to preserve scarce energy. Thus, it saves energy and increases network lifetime. But filtering techniques is based on Jaccard similarity which fails to achieve data accuracy.

Hamid et al., [15] discussed on comprehensive review of humidity sensors. Yin et al., [16] designed a model based on spatial clustering and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). This model compresses data before transmission to the CH and CH is selected on energy basis to minimize energy consumption. The spatial correlation is used to group the sensor nodes to form a cluster. Thus, it prolongs network lifetime, but considering energy parameter alone does not balance the energy in the network. It leads to increased network disconnection and chances are more to introduce malicious node while electing CH by pretending that, it possesses maximum energy.

Diwakaran et al., [17] developed a data-aware energy conservation approach to aggregate data. The CH is responsible to aggregate the data and compress data using PCA technique. The sensor nodes monitor the network for every round. If the sensor node encounters any difference in actual data and predicted data, then the difference details are communicated with cluster head (CH). Then, cluster head uses PCA technique to compress the received data. Thus, it reduces redundant data during data transmission. This model violates data if the difference of actual data is less with predicted data even though if the sensed actual data is important to notice.

Kuila et al., [18] presented clustering scheme for data aggregation and communication of aggregated data. This scheme uses load balanced clustering concept. Therefore, it achieves greater network lifetime. But the scheme does not focus on cluster heads residual energy. Rostami et al., [19] addressed various existing homogeneous and heterogeneous clustering algorithms to balance energy consumption in the network.

Mahnaz et al., [20] proposed a clustering algorithm using fuzzy logic residual energy of cluster head to determine the distance and density of a node connected to cluster head. This algorithm is focused on cluster formation and improves network lifetime. But, this protocol is not concerned with security aspect of the data.

Yuan et al., [21], presented data density correlation degree (DDCD) for clustering to aggregate data in Wireless Sensor Network. DDCD correlation consists of 3 functions that verifies data density correlation degree of a sensor node. Cluster formation based on data density is done and verified with the results. Finally, clusters are merged with outer nodes. According to the information of DDCD preserved sensor node routing table. Therefore, it achieves greater network connectivity. This algorithm uses naming concept for nodes based on the action of sensor nodes that leads to an overhead to identify nodes each time and increased the time complexity.

3. Background

Ihsan et al., [22] uses cosine similarity function to form clusters and to eliminate data. This protocol uses Inter Quartile paradigm to remove an outlier. Thus, SOMDA accomplish maximum Network Lifetime and minimal energy utilization.

In our work, we used ranking strategy and intelligence similarity function. The sensor nodes are trained to adoptable changes in the network. Thus, sensor nodes spontaneously form the clusters and eliminate redundancy. Hence, SDARIS protocol acquire prolonged network lifetime, data accuracy.
packet delivery ratio, throughput and cluster accuracy.

4. Problem definition

The smart device is fabricated with ‘N’ sensor nodes, protocols and other hardware components. It is a challenging task to prolong the nodes battery life. Hence, it is required to adopt train the outer node to spontaneously connect to respective cluster to balance cluster size to utilize energy in the balanced manner. It is required to identify fraud data introduced by intruder.

The main objective of SDARIS protocol are:
(i) Balance energy utilization in the network.
(ii) Mentoring sensor nodes using neural networks.
(iii) Mitigate fraud data introduced by the intruder.

Assumption:
(i) All nodes initial energy is same.
(ii) Moderate temperature range is considered between 30°C - 35°C.

5. System and mathematical model

The SDARIS protocol is proposed to guide sensor nodes to cluster itself in a large sparse sensor network using Artificial Neural Network approach. The SDARIS system model is shown in Figure 1. which consists of two different phases.
2. Intelligent and Secured Data Aggregation (ISDA) Phase.

Lemma 1: Let \( n = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_p\} \) and \( G = \{ G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_m\} \) where \( n \in G : ldl=r \) \( \{ ldl<r \} \)

Proof: Set \( n \) is composed of \( p \) sensor nodes which are clustered into \( m \) clusters as \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_m \). Initially, \( CH \) is elected randomly, and cluster formation is done based on the distance parameter from \( CH \). The nodes which are closest to the specified radius range ‘\( r \)’ from the cluster head will be grouped together to form clusters.

Clustering formation using ranking strategy (CFRS) phase

As per Lemma 1, the sensor nodes are grouped to form clusters initially. With reference to Fig. 2, it is shown that several sensor nodes are situated outside the cluster in the network. This phase is focused to train outer nodes to connect to respective clusters. The cluster is selected based on the Euclidian Distance (ED), Density of nodes (DN) in each cluster, Rank of Euclidian Distance (\( R_{ED} \)) and Rank of Density of a Node (\( R_{ND} \)).

Euclidian distance (ED)

The distance from each outer node to Cluster Head (CH) is computed using Eq. (1) so as to connect the nearest cluster.

\[
ED = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sqrt{(x_i - x_{CH})^2 + (y_i - y_{CH})^2}
\]

Density of a node (DN)

The density of a node in each cluster is computed to obtain the cluster information which has low density. This information helps to connect an outlier node to lower density cluster to balance the cluster size in the network. So, that balance the network lifetime and energy usage.

where \( k = \) number of outer nodes in the network and \( m = \) number of clusters.

Rank of euclidian distance (RED)

The rank is assigned to computed Euclidian distance value using Eq. (1). The rank criteria are considered by using,

\[
R_{ED_1} = First_{\min}(ED)
R_{ED_2} = Second_{\min}(ED)
\vdots
R_{ED_n} = max(ED)
\]

The \( R_{ED_1} \) = first rank assigned to the node which possess minimum distance towards representative cluster among all the clusters in the network. \( R_{ED_2} \) = second rank and so on.
Rank of density of a node (RND)

The rank is assigned to clusters, based on the preserved information about Density of a Node (DN). The selection criteria are done using,

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{DN_1} & = \text{First}_\text{max}(DN) \\
R_{DN_2} & = \text{Second}_\text{max}(DN) \\
R_{DN_n} & = \text{min}(DN)
\end{align*}
\]

where, \(R_{DN_1}\) is considered as a first rank that is assigned to the cluster which incur maximum nodes, \(R_{DN_2}\) is the second rank and so on.

Based on the above calculated parameters, outer node is trained to select the cluster itself based on the trade-off between two ranks associated to the clusters.

Lemma 2:

\[
n \in G \iff G(R_D(n)) = D(R_D(n)) \leq \alpha
\]

Illustration 1:

In Fig. 2, let \(N=25\), \(n = \{n_{1}, n_{2}, n_{3}, n_{4}, n_{5}, n_{6}, n_{7}, n_{8}, n_{9}, n_{10}, n_{11}, n_{12}, n_{13}, n_{14}, n_{15}, n_{16}, n_{17}, n_{18}, n_{19}, n_{20}, n_{21}, n_{22}, n_{23}, n_{24}, n_{25}, n_{26}\}\), \(G = \{G_1, G_2, G_3\}\), \(r=100m\).

Proof: Consider \(n\) as an outer node belonging to cluster \(G\), if and if only if cluster possess a trade-off between \(R_D\) and \(R_{ND}\), where \(R_D\) is a Distance Rank and \(R_{ND}\) is a Node Density Rank. Let \(D(R_D(n))\) and \(D(R_D(n-1))\) be 1\textsuperscript{st} minimum distance and 2\textsuperscript{nd} minimum distance between outer node and neighbor cluster respectively. The \(ND(R_{ND}(n))\) and \(ND(R_{ND}(n-1))\) are 1\textsuperscript{st} minimum node density and 2\textsuperscript{nd} minimum node density among outer node’s neighbor clusters. Whereas \(\alpha\) is the threshold distance difference among the Closest Clusters for outer node. The \(D(R_D(n)) - D(R_D(n-1)) \leq \alpha\) computes the threshold difference between neighbor clusters. The cluster which lies within a range is considered as a Closest Cluster (CC). Then, the node density of CC’s is identified. Finally, this lemma states that the node belongs to cluster which possess minimum Node Density among CC.

The process of selecting nodes to form a cluster is as follows:

**Step 1:** Electing cluster which exhibit maximum rank from \(R_{ED}\) located within the \(\alpha\) difference of \(ED\) among all clusters is performed as discussed in Lemma 2.

**Step 2:** Minimum rank from \(R_{ND}\) among the selected cluster is presented as in Lemma 2.

So, there is a trade-off between distance and density of a node in clusters.

Illustration 2:

In Fig. 2, let \(N=25\), \(n = \{n_{1}, n_{2}, n_{3}, n_{4}, n_{5}, n_{6}, n_{7}, n_{8}, n_{9}, n_{10}, n_{11}, n_{12}, n_{13}, n_{14}, n_{15}, n_{16}, n_{17}, n_{18}, n_{19}, n_{20}, n_{21}, n_{22}, n_{23}, n_{24}, n_{25}, n_{26}\}\), \(G = \{G_1, G_2, G_3\}\), \(r=100m\).

**Step 1:** Consider a network composed of 26 sensor nodes and 3 clusters. In the initial phase CH’s are randomly elected and \(r\) range is specified in the network. Clusters are formed based on the resource parameter \(r\). The nodes which are closest and within the coverage range of \(r\) is grouped into one cluster as discussed in Lemma 1. Therefore, the cluster formation is performed as shown:

\[
G_1 = \{n_{11}, n_{2}, n_{3}, n_{4}, n_{5}, n_{6}, n_{7}\}, \\
G_2 = \{n_{8}, n_{9}, n_{10}, n_{11}, n_{12}, n_{13}\}, \\
G_3 = \{n_{14}, n_{15}, n_{16}, n_{17}, n_{18}, n_{19}, n_{20}\}
\]

**Step 2:** The node which lies outside the coverage area is treated as neurons. Then, the training is given for each neuron to gain an intelligence for detecting a cluster the neuron belongs to. As shown in Fig. 2, the Neuron Set (NS) is given as:

\[
NS = \{n_{14}, n_{15}, n_{16}, n_{17}, n_{18}, n_{19}, n_{20}\}
\]

Table 1. Coordinates and distance to clusters of outer nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node ID</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>D_{CH1}</th>
<th>D_{CH2}</th>
<th>D_{CH3}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n_{10}</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{13}</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{26}</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{14}</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>165.5</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>287.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{15}</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>145.6</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>264.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{16}</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>102.9</td>
<td>219.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{17}</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>130.3</td>
<td>184.3</td>
<td>191.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{18}</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>193.1</td>
<td>138.9</td>
<td>147.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{19}</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>183.0</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>153.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{20}</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>148.6</td>
<td>275.8</td>
<td>208.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Therefore, the above ranks prove that \( n_{14} \) selects cluster \( G_2 \) and get connected. Hence, similarly rank computed for \( n_{14} \) and \( n_{16} \) and proves that both the nodes are strongly correlated with cluster \( G_2 \) and \( n_{15} \) is correlated with cluster \( G_1 \). Hence, clusters \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are reformed as

\[
G_1 = \{ n_1, n_2, n_3, n_4, n_5, n_6, n_7, n_{14}, n_{16} \}, \quad G_2 = \{ n_8, n_9, n_{10}, n_{11}, n_{12}, n_{13}, n_{15} \}
\]

**Intelligent and secure data aggregation (ISDA)**

The given network is now active to monitor the temperature. All sensor nodes in the cluster, monitors the environment temperature range and forwards it to cluster head. Sensor nodes establishes keys for every session and the session expires for every 2 minutes. In addition to sensed data, sensor nodes forwards established session key to cluster head. Cluster Head is trained with intelligence to identify false data injected by malicious node and to mitigate redundant data collected from sensor nodes. Cluster Head is also responsible to remove outliers of the temperature range using Interquartile.

The procedure of training Cluster Heads using intelligence to aggregate data and for secure data transmission is as follows:

**Step 1:** The random weight is assigned for each cluster initially, and obtain the variation as,

\[
Y = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (X_i - W_i)
\]

**Step 2:** Interquartile is computed using,

\[
\text{InterQuartile} = \text{Maximum} - \text{Minimum}
\]

**Step 3:** The upper environment temperature range is computed as,

\[
U_T = \text{Maximum} + 1.5 \times \text{InterQuartile}
\]

**Step 4:** The lower environment temperature range is obtained using,

\[
L_T = \text{Minimum} - 1.5 \times \text{InterQuartile}
\]
Table 3. Simulation parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>50,100,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Topology</td>
<td>1000m×1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>40m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clusters</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy</td>
<td>1J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet size</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Consumed during Transmission</td>
<td>0.016J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumed during Reception</td>
<td>0.018J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumed during Idle condition</td>
<td>0.0005J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>20000 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 maintains old and present session key along with basic details. If session key of node generated data is matched then, session key is stored in CH’s routing table (shown in Fig. 4) for respective node. Then, data is considered as a trusted data else data is considered as a false data injected by malicious node. Finally, the aggregated data forwards to the base station. The base station utilizes aggregated data as per the requirement of particular application.

6. Simulation and performance evaluation

The SDARIS protocol is implemented using network simulator 2 (NS2). The simulation is performed for various network size from 50 nodes to 100 nodes. The nodes and network configuration are presented in Table 3.

6.1 Performance metrics

1. Data Accuracy: It is the exact amount of unique data aggregated during data aggregation.
2. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is the fraction of amount of data delivered to destination with respect to time.
3. Cluster Accuracy: It is defined as how exactly outer node incur to the balanced and efficient cluster.
4. Network Lifetime: It is defined as the duration of network connectivity.
5. Throughput Rate: It is the rate of data packet transmitted per unit time.

6.2 Performance evaluation

Table 4 shows actual result of data accuracy when SDARIS protocol is applied. The protocol uses intelligence similarity approach to aggregate data. This approach successfully eliminate data for different data size whereas SOMDA uses cosine similarity to eliminate redundant data and it is not suitable for different data sizes. Thus, SDARIS protocol achieves 12% greater efficiency than SOMDA protocol because SDARIS protocol applied for large set of data size and it aggregates data accurately with the use of intelligent similarity function. Fig. 5 exhibits the comparison graph of SDARIS and SOMDA protocol.

The cluster accuracy analysis results are numerically represented in Table 4 and graphically represented in Fig. 6. The intelligence self-learning and organization technique is adopted for clusters formation using density of a node (ND), Euclidian distance ED, Rank of distance between nodes and nearest clusters (RND). The trade-off between RND and RED select the nearest cluster. This ranking exhibit exact cluster accuracy and 10% improvement over SOMDA protocol. SOMDA protocol degrades the network performance as it uses cosine similarity which is not appreciable for large scale networks.

The SOMDA and SDARIS protocol’s network lifetime comparison result is shown in Fig. 7. The SDARIS algorithm is focused on balanced energy utilization i.e., during cluster formation the outer nodes are guided in such a way that the outer nodes join to a cluster which consists of less number of nodes in the cluster, so that nodes are uniformly disturbed among the network. Therefore, network connectivity extends for longer time. But in SOMDA protocol, the cosine similarity function is used to form a cluster. The cosine similarity function is not suitable for large sparse network. It degrades the network performance when the network size is large. Whereas in SDARIS protocol, the CFRS algorithm incorporated ranking strategy focused on evenly organizing the cluster size. Another disadvantage of SOMDA protocol is, it’s not focused on security aspect. Hence, SDARIS protocol also compared with SAR protocol on aspect of security. The SAR protocol mitigated grey hole attack, black hole attack and worm hole attack. The SAR compromises with
SOMDA protocol has not focused on securing data during transmission. The SOMDA protocol has not incorporated appropriate algorithm for security wherein it is focused only on cluster accuracy and data accuracy. The SDARIS protocol is also compared with SAR protocol which discovers route using ‘quantifiable guarantee of security’. Thus, SAR protocol concentrates on security with increased latency. The SDARIS protocol focused both on latency and energy utilization during data transmission. It utilizes more energy for computation to provide security for the data. Hence, SDARIS protocols shows 15% improvement of network lifetime over SOMDA protocol and 17% improvement over SAR protocol.

The SDARIS protocol delivers sensitive information successfully to the base station. The false data injected by intruder is strongly mitigated with the keys generated by cluster head for every time interval. The cluster head detects the key that is assigned to sensor nodes during the interval along with data sent by sensor nodes. Therefore, this strategy guarantees packet delivery. Whereas
energy efficiency and security. Hence, SDARIS protocol exhibits better PDR when compared with SOMDA and SAR protocols as shown in Fig. 9.

7. Conclusions

The SDARIS protocol achieved greater network connectivity and guaranteed data transmission in Wireless Sensor Networks. The intelligence learning approach adaption to sensor nodes are developed based on rank between the nodes and nearest cluster in the network, Euclidian distance and density of a node. The outliers of the temperature range are eliminated by computing the Inter Quartile. Then, the data is aggregated by the cluster head using similarity technique. Finally, this aggregated data is transmitted to the base station. The cluster head provides security for the data before data transmission to the base station with session key establishment process in the specified time interval to mitigate internal and injection of false data in the network. Therefore, SDARIS protocol exhibits greater performance with increment of 12% data accuracy, 10% of cluster accuracy, 15% network lifetime and 26% throughput compared with existing protocol. The cluster heads in SDARIS protocol is not accessible to all cluster members with one hop distance since the outer nodes connected to respective clusters are lies far away from cluster head. Therefore, this work can be further extended with appropriate centroid algorithm to elect a cluster head which are accessible to all the cluster member.
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